CodingBat Java Strings 1 Learnings/Reminders


First Half


A reminder of getting the length of a string:

	aString.length( )


A reminder of substring( )

	substring(2) would take the sub-string from element 2 to the end of the string

	substring(2, 5) would take the sub-string from element 2 to element 4.





NonStart

“Concatenation” mean to add two strings together.

You can return concatenations, or use multiple lines.

	for example: 
	return s.substring(2, 10) + s.substring(0, 2);

	or: 
	String s1 = s.substring(2, 10);
	String s2 = s.substring(0, 2);
	String s3 = s1 + s2;
	return s3;





Without End 2

Checking int equality: ==

	for example: if(str.length( ) == 0)



Compound conditions, both AND and OR:

	for example:  if(a == b && b == c) —— overall true if both are true

	or:  if(a == b || b == c). —— overall true if one is true




ComboString

There can be more than one return statement, if using if/else conditional blocks.

For example:

	if(a == b){
		return “Hello”;
	}
	else{
		return “World”;
	}





EndsLy

Reminder of how to check string equality:

	if(a.equals(b))






TwoChar

Reminder of element numbering: it starts at 0, and goes up to length() - 1.




hasBad

You have to account for 0, so use if/else etc.

And this one where if you want, you could have one long return line, using the OR symbol, ||.

Hint: if String s = “Hello World”,
str.substring(7, 12).equals(“World”) would return true.



atFirst

Straight-forward.



lastChars

Mainly more practice using if/elses.

For sure you’ll want to have a local variable, like “result”, that you keep adding to and return at the end.

Note that style-wise,
	result = result + blahblahblah
is better than 
	result += blahblahblah




conCat

Careful to match up all parentheses.

Remember the shortcut of substring with one parameter only just goes from that index to the end.




lastTwo


CodingBat Logic-1

For all of these, look for IF, etc.


cigarParty

You can do it the hint way, or all in one (quite complex, but doable) compound boolean return statement.

“Unless” implies OR

And a reminder:

AND: &&
OR: ||

Remember, that style/convention-wise, < is usually considered better than <=.



dateFashion

Go ahead and start with the hint.

The order in which the if/else if/else are given helps solve this the simplest way.

“Either” implies OR



squirrelPlay

This has enough going on that trying to do it all in one return line doesn’t work so well. Use, rather, if/else blocks.

Keep in mind “short-circuiting”, in which, with a compound boolean expression:

	firstCondition && everThingElse

if firstCondition is false, the overall expression is false, no matter everThingElse

	firstCondition || everThingElse

if firstCondition is true, the overall expression is false, no matter everThingElse

Another general point is, if/when given the option to “See our solution”, you should take a look, along with reading the notes that go with them.


caughtSpeeding

There is not really a way to shorten this one too much, and you’ll end up with multiple return lines to be sure.

With if/else if/else, multiple condition situations like this, sometimes the “direction” you go can make a difference. So, initially think to yourself if it can make a difference to start with greater than 2243, or less than 12212?

And also, if a couple of conditions to evaluate, which to do as an outer if/else, and which to do as the inner?



sortaSum









CodingBat Arrays 1


firstLast6

Remember that for the length of an it’s .length, not .length()

Remember that 0 is the “first” index of an array.
And array.length - 1 is the last index of an array.

So you access the last element of an array with array[array.length - 1]

And remember that == checks for equality



sameFirstLast



Remember && is AND, and || is OR in Java



makePi

Remember that there are two ways to declare an array, the “new” operator way, and the “braces” way, like:

int [] arr = new int[3];
arr[0] = 213;
arr[1] = 97;
arr[2] = 55;

or

int [] arr = {212, 97, 55}’



commonEnd

This is a good one, I think, to just return all one long line, as a compound condition.



rotateLeft3

You will likely have to use a “temporary” second array to solve this one.



maxEnd3

You’ll need an if/else block for this.














